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Abstract Background: The complexity of providing accurate functional
software size and effort prediction models is well known in the software in-
dustry. Function point analysis (FPA) is currently one of the most accepted
software functional size metrics in the industry, but it is hardly automat-
able and generally requires a lengthy and costly process. Objectives: This
paper reports on a family of replications carried out on a subset of the
International Software Benchmarking Standards Group dataset (ISBSG
R12) to evaluate the structure and applicability of function points. The
goal of this replication is to aggregate evidence about internal issues of
FPA as a metric, and to confirm previous results using a different set of
data. Methods: A subset of 202 business application projects from 2005 to
2011 was analyzed. FPA counting was analyzed in order to determine the
extent to which the basic functional components (BFC) were independent
of each other and thus appropriate for an additive model of size. The
correlations among effort and BFCs and unadjusted function points (UFP)
were assessed in order to determine whether a simplified sizing metric might
be appropriate to simplify effort prediction models. Prediction models
were constructed and evaluated in terms of accuracy. Results: The results
confirmed that some BFCs of the FPA method are correlated. There is
a relationship between BFCs and effort. That suggest that prediction
models based on transactional functions (TF) or external inputs (EI) ap-
pears to be as good as a model based on UFP in this subset of projects.
Conclusions: The results might suggest an improvement in the performance
of the measurement process. Simplifying the FPA measurement process
based on counting a subset of BFCs could allow savings in measurement
effort, preserving the accuracy of effort estimates.
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1 Introduction

Software estimation process is a key factor for software project success [PAP10]. The
complexity to provide accurate software size estimation and effort prediction models
in software industry is well known. The need for accurate size estimates and effort
predictions for projects is one of the most important issues in the software industry
[MJ03]. Inaccurate estimates are often the main cause of a great number of issues
related to low quality and missed deadlines [Boe84] [MJ03]. Software size measurement
and effort prediction models based on software size have been studied for many years,
but many software companies are still using expert judgment as their preferred
estimation method, producing inaccurate estimations and severe schedule overruns in
many of their projects [Boe84] [MJ03]. The use effort estimation models properly is
complex and time consuming, an organization must therefore decide whether it should
prioritize its limited resources on training formal estimation methods [JBR09]. The
development of a proper model may be too complex or take too much effort [Jør07].

Software size measurement is an important part of the software development
process [LJ90] [GH01]. Functional size measures are used to measure the logical view
of the software from the users’ perspective by counting the amount of functionality to
be delivered. These measures can be used for a variety of purposes, such as project
estimation [LJ90] [GH01] [Kit95] quality assessment, benchmarking, and outsourcing
contracts [GH01]. According to [ISO07], functional size measurements can be used for
budgeting software development or maintenance, tracking the progress of a project,
negotiating modifications to the scope of the software, determining the proportion of the
functional requirements satisfied, estimating the total software asset of an organization,
managing the productivity of software development, operation or maintenance and
analyzing and monitoring software defect density. The use of functional size measures
has been extensively discussed in the literature. These measures can be used for
generating a variety of productivity, financial and quality indicators in different phases
of the software development process [GH01]. Software size has proved to be one of the
main effort-and-cost drivers [Boe84] [Alb79] [AG83] [JYW+11]. It is widely accepted
that software size is one of the key factors that has the potential to affect the effort
and cost of software projects [Boe84] [Kit95] [AG83] [Jon07] [Kem87].

FPA measurement is based on a set of basic functional components (BFC). But
some studies suggest that BFCs have inter-correlations with each other. BFCs inter-
correlation is likely to involve two problems. First, from a practical point of view,
correlation between BFCs implies that some aspects are measured twice, which
represents a waste of measurement effort. Second, from the theoretical point of view,
measuring a BFC that is already measured by another BFC could affect the reliability
of FPA measurement method [KK93] [LMR13]. Practitioners use the BFCs relations
useful to predict FPA count from single elements without applying the entire method
[Lok99].

This paper reports on a family of replications [Car10] based on [KK93] [JLB93]
[JS96] [LMR13] [QLJ14] [QLJ15] and carried out on a subset of the ISBSG R12 dataset
to evaluate the structure and applicability of function points. The importance of a
family of replications is that all studies are related and investigate related questions
in different contexts [Car10]. The aggregation of replication results will be useful
for software engineers to draw conclusions and consolidate findings about similar
research questions. This paper evaluates structure and applicability of function point
analysis (FPA) as a measure of software size. First, we examined FPA counting in
order to determine which base functional components (BFC) were independent of each
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other and thus appropriate for an additive model of size. Second, we investigated the
relationship between size and effort.

Although it is well known in the literature that there are many drivers for software
effort and cost estimation, and that many factors can influence the prediction models,
we decided to work with functional size as an effort driver in order to compare
previous results and then, use other known effort drivers in an attempt to improve the
prediction model accuracy. We analyzed software project estimations data in order
to evaluate function point counting as a measure of software size. In this study we
compared our results with [KK93] [JLB93] [JS96] [Lok99] [LMR13] [QLJ14]. Our goal
was to aggregate evidence and to confirm previous results reported using a different
dataset. The structure of this paper follows the reporting guidelines for experimental
replications proposed by Carver [Car10]. The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows. section 2 provides the foundations about function point analysis as a measure
of software functional size. section 3 provides information on the original studies that
is useful for understanding the replication. section 4 describes the current replication.
section 5 compares the results of the replication and the original studies. section 6
discusses threats to validity. Finally, section 7 outlines conclusions and future work.

2 Function Point Analysis

Many functional size measurement (FSM) methods have been proposed to quantify the
size of software based on functional user requirements (user perspective). Functional
size is defined as “a size of the software derived by quantifying the functional user
requirements” [ISO07]. Function point analysis (FPA) [Alb79] [AG83] [Jon13] was the
first proposal for a FSM and it is one of the most used FSM methods in the industry
[Jon13]. The International Function Point User Group Function Point Analysis (FPA)
[ISO09], is a refinement of the very first method for functionality measurement proposed
by Allan Albrecht [Alb79]. FSM methods analyze software requirements, transactions
and data that are meaningful to the final user, which are identified and classified in
a set of basic functional size components (BFC) and counted according to a defined
complexity criteria. The BFC are mapped to numerical values and the sum of them
constitute the functional size. In FPA the user requirements are identified, classified
and counted in a set of basic functional size components (BFC). These BFC are data
functions and transactional functions. They represent data and operations that are
relevant to the final users. Data functions (DF) are classified into internal logic files
(ILF) and external interface files (EIF). Transactional functions (TF) are classified into
external inputs (EI), external outputs (EO), and external inquires (EQ). A function
point analysis in FPA involves the identification of these five BFC types: EI, EO,
EQ, ILF, and EIF. Each BFC contributes in the FPA counting that depends on its
complexity. Complexity weight is calculated according to given tables. Unadjusted
Function Points is obtained by the summing of all BFCs. As described in Figure 1, the
method identifies data inputs and outputs that go inside or outside of the application
boundaries. Details about FPA method can be found in FPA manual [ISO09].

FPA is independent from technology based influences, for example, the functional
size must be the same regardless of the programing language [AG83]. Moreover,
functional size does not depend on a specific notation of requirements specification
[FB97]. FPA can be used to develop a measure of productivity [LJ90] [Jon07].

FPA have been subject to a number of critiques: the reliability of FPA measurement
[LJ90], the BFCs have inter correlations with each other [Kit95] [Kem87] [JS96], the
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application and usefulness of the complexity adjustments [Jon07], among others. FPA
is prone to different interpretations by different subjects [TOOD08] [Jon13]. Variation
in the counts is expected and finally, the counting method is slow and expensive
[Jon13]. Since FPA, other FSM methods have been proposed. All of these methods
have contributed towards the measurement of functional size, and all of them have
issues that should be analyzed in order to create a reliable and consistent method
[LMR13].

Figure 1 – Components of FPA [RBLB00].

3 Description of the Original Studies

The original studies [KK93] [JS96] [Lok99] [LMR13] [QLJ14] have evaluated the
structure and applicability of function points as a measure of software size. Base
functional components (BFC) inter-correlation implies that some aspects are measured
twice and that some BFC are already measured by another BFC. The papers examined
FPA counting in order to determine which BFCs were independent of each other and
thus appropriate for an additive model of size and they investigated the relationship
between functional size (UFP, AFP and BFC) and effort.

3.1 Goals and Research Question

Kitchenham and Kansala [KK93] analyzed the internal consistency of FPA and the
use of FPA to predict effort. Jeffery, Low and Barnes [JLB93] investigated complexity
adjustments in FPA and BFCs correlation. Jeffery and Stathis [JS96] empirically
analyzed BFCs of unadjusted function count, and whether BFC size measures are
statistically independent of each other and the relation between effort and BFC, UUFP,
UFP and AFP. Lokan [Lok99] studied correlations between BFCs in FPA and analyzed
how factors influenced the balance between BFCs. Quesada-López and Jenkins [QLJ14]
[QLJ15], in previous studies, empirically investigated correlations between BFCs, UFP
and effort. Lavazza, Morasca & Robiolo [LMR13] analyzed correlations between BFCs
to evaluate the possibility of a simplified definition of function points. The goals and
research questions from the original studies related with the replication are provided
in Table 1.
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Authors Goals and Research Questions

Kitchenham &
Kansala [KK93]

(1) To determine whether all the elements are required to provide
a valid measure of size.
(2) To determine whether all the sum of all the elements is a
better predictor of effort than the constituent elements.

Jeffery & Stathis
[JS96]

(1) To determine the extent to which the component elements
of function points were independent of each other and thus
appropriate for an additive model of size.
(2) To investigate the relationship between effort and the function
point components, and unadjusted function points; and
(3) To determine whether the complexity weightings were adding
to the effort explanation power of the metric.

Lokan [Lok99] (1) To describe correlations between the FPA elements according
to development type, language type, and program language.

Lavazza,
Morasca & Ro-
biolo [LMR13]

(1) To investigate whether it is possible to take into account
only subsets of BFC as to obtain FSM that simplify FPA with
the same effort estimation accuracy. They analyzed correlations
between UFP and BFCs and effort and BFC.

Quesada-López
& Jenkins
[QLJ14]

(1) To examine FPA counting in order to determine which BFC
are independent from each other and thus appropriate for an
additive model of size.

[QLJ15] (2) To investigate the relationship between size UFP, BFC and
effort.

Table 1 – Goals and Research Questions.

3.2 Context and Variables

The original studies were run based on real project datasets from distinct software
development organizations where the main types of applications were in the MIS
domain. Table 2 shows relevant information about previous studies. Information
about the dataset and the context of the data are mentioned. Table 3 summarizes
the independent and dependent variables analyzed in the empirical analysis, taken
directly from the datasets.

3.3 Summary of Analysis Techniques used in the Original Studies

Several number of effort estimation techniques have been previously applied and tested
in literature, such as ordinary least squares regression (OLS), and stepwise regression
(SLR) with or without transformation. According to [DVMB12] OLS in combination
with a logarithmic transformation performs best. Moreover, when the assumptions for
OLS linear regression are not satisfied, least squares regression (LSR) [SBJ13] and least
median of squares (LMS) [LMR13] have been successfully used. Correlation between
variables have been checked using parametric test such as Pearson’s correlation and
non-parametric tests such as Kendall’s and Spearman’s correlation. For the Pearson r
correlation, both variables should be normally distributed. Pearson assumes that data
is normally distributed about the regression line. Kendall rank correlation test the
strength of dependence between two variables. Spearman rank correlation test does
not make any assumptions about the distribution. The presence of correlation between
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Authors Dataset Type Domain

Kitchenham &
Kansala [KK93]

40 projects from 9 software develop-
ment organizations

Cross
company

MIS

Jeffery, Low &
Barnes [JLB93]

64 projects from 1 software develop-
ment organization

Within-
company

MIS

Jeffery & Stathis
[JS96]

17 projects from 1 software develop-
ment organization Within- company
MIS

Lokan [Lok99] 269 projects from the ISBSG R4
dataset

Cross
company

MIS,
DSS

Lavazza, Morasca &
Robiolo [LMR13]

Over 600 projects from the ISBSG
R11 dataset

Cross
company

MIS

Quesada-López &
Jenkins [QLJ14]

14 projects from the ISBSG R4
dataset

Cross
company

MIS

Quesada-López &
Jenkins [QLJ15]

72 projects from the ISBSG R12
dataset

Cross
company

MIS

Table 2 – Information about Original Studies.

Independent Dependent

Global Specific

BFC Size (UUFP and
UFP)

Input count, Output count, Interface
count, File count, Enquiry count

Work Effort

UUFP Size Unadjusted and unweighted Func-
tional size

UFP Size Unadjusted Functional size
AFP Size Adjusted Functional size
Context Development type, Language and

Language type, Application group,
Team Size

Table 3 – Independent and Dependent Variables.

variables does not necessarily imply accurate prediction models [LMR13]. Regarding
the assessment of the accuracy of prediction models, the common indicators used in
software engineering are mean magnitude of relative error (MMRE) and prediction
quality indicator Pred (25) [MA08b]. However, the usefulness of these indicators has
been criticized [KPMS01], and other indicators have been proposed, such as balance
relative error (BRE) [MTON94] [SBJ13] [MA08b]. Table 4 summarizes the applied
modeling techniques and the evaluation techniques for each study.

3.4 Summary of Results

Kitchenham and Kansala [KK93] reported correlations among BFC size measures.
BFC were not independent. They observed that FP does not have the characteristics
of a valid additive size metric, because some elements seem to be counted more than
once. Not all BFC were related to effort, an effort prediction model based on some
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Authors Techniques Evaluation

Kitchenham & Kansala
[KK93]

Simple linear regression,
stepwise multivariate re-
gression.

R2, Kendall’s correlation,
Pearson correlation.

Jeffery & Stathis [JS96] Simple linear regression. R2, Pearson correlation,
Kendall’s correlation.

Lokan [Lok99] Simple linear regression. Kendall’s correlation.
Lavazza, Morasca & Robi-
olo [LMR13]

Ordinary Least Square
Regression, Log trans-
formation, Least Median
of Squares Regression,
analogy criteria.

Cook’s distance, Kendall’s
correlation, Spearman’s
correlation, R2, MMRE,
PRED(25).

Quesada-López & Jenkins
[QLJ14]

Simple linear regression. R2, Pearson correlation,
Kendall’s correlation.

Quesada-López & Jenkins
[QLJ15]

Stepwise regression. R2, Pearson correlation,
Kendall’s correlation.

Table 4 – Summary of Techniques.

BFC (EI and EO) was just as good as total FP. They expect that simpler counting
would reduce the variability of the counting results because some BFC were as good
at predicting effort as UFP. Jeffery, Low and Barnes [JLB93] also found that BFC are
not independent. Furthermore, they concluded that processing complexity adjustment
had no effect on the accuracy of the effort models. Jeffery and Stathis [JS96] found
significant correlations between UFP and EI, EQ, ILF, and between BFC and effort.
Also, they determine that the adjusted values in the counting did not improve the
power of the measure and the effort prediction models. They also suggested that
a simplified sizing metric may be appropriate. Lokan [Lok99] reported evidence of
BFC inter-correlation as well after completing an experiment involving data from 269
projects where EI and ILF were correlated and EIF were rarely correlated to other
BFCs. He confirmed previous results that some BFCs are counted more than once. He
determined that specific context factors such as type of development and language type
influence the balance between BFCs. Lavazza, Morasca & Robiolo [LMR13] determine
correlations between BFCs and assess encouraging effort prediction models based on
a simplified count. Quesada-López and Jenkins [QLJ14] found correlations between
UFP and EI, EQ, ILF, and between BFC and effort. Besides, they found correlations
between BFCs EI and EO, EQ and EQ and ILF. Finally, correlation between some
BFCs and effort were found. In [QLJ15], the authors found that most of the BFCs
appear to be correlated with UFP, these components are not independent because
there are correlations between EI and EQ, EI and ILF, and EQ and ILF. Besides,
BFCs are significantly correlated with effort, EI (0.531), ILF (0.588) and EQ (0.861)
presented similar correlations as UFP (0.785).

The results showed that BFCs size measures were actually correlated between them
and with effort. This suggests that a simplified form of function point sizing method (i.e.
based on data) would be possible across different domains. It is expected that simpler
counting would reduce the variability of the counting results. Several studies have
explored the possibility of a simplified function point method. Lavazza et al. [LMR13]
proposed a simplified definition of FP using only subsets of BFCs. The findings in
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[QLJ15] confirmed this possibility, the analysis indicates that a prediction model based
on TF or EI, EO and ILF appear to be as good as UFP. Moreover, the use of some
context attributes in prediction models such as language type, language, platform,
architecture and team size may improve the results. Other studies have proposed
simplified definitions for FPA, as an example, Symons [Sym88] based Mark II on the
basis of three BFC, Early & Quick Function Points (EQFP) [SCM05] measurement
process leads to an approximate measure of size in IFPUG FP. An advantage of the
method is that different parts of the system can be measured at different levels of
detail. NESMA [ISO05] simplifies the process of counting function points by only
requiring the identification of logic data from a data model. NESMA provides ways to
estimate size in FPA based only on data functions. The function point size is then
computed by applying predefined weights.

4 Replication

4.1 Motivation

Combined results from a family of replications are interesting because all studies
are related and investigate related questions in different contexts. The aggregation
of replication results will be useful for software engineers to draw conclusions and
consolidate findings about similar research questions [Car10]. In this study, we compare
results with [KK93] [JLB93] [JS96] [Lok99] [LMR13] [QLJ14] [QLJ15]. Correlations
between the BFCs have been found in previous studies but their findings were different
in some respects, but not in others (See section 5). Further research is needed to
understand the relationships between BFCs. By replicating, with a different dataset,
selected with specific characteristics, a better understanding about previous agreement
and disagreement results is reached [Lok99]. The goal of this replication was to
aggregate evidence about internal issues of FPA as a metric, and to confirm previous
results reported using a different set of data. Moreover, an empirical evaluation was
conducted to assess the accuracy of effort prediction models based on some basic
functional components (BFC).

4.2 Level of Interaction with the Original Investigators

The authors of the original study did not take part in the replication process. Current
replication is external [SCVJ08] regarding to [KK93] [JLB93] [JS96] [Lok99] [LMR13].

4.3 Changes to the Original Study

This section describes how the replication experiment changed. This study was
designed to respect most of the analysis of the original experiments in order to assure
that the results would be comparable. Three types of changes were made intentionally:
the context and dataset selection, the independent variable selection, and some of the
statistical techniques. This paper empirically evaluates the accuracy of effort prediction
models based on relative error indicators. The analysis presented in this paper is
based on a sample of software projects from the ISBSG R12 dataset. The ISBSG
repository provides organizations with a broad range of project data from various
industries and business areas [Hil11]. The data can be used for effort estimation, trend
analysis, comparison of platforms and languages, and productivity benchmarking
[MLHT05]. The ISBSG repository is a multi-organizational, multi-application, and
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multi-environment data repository [CA13]. However, the ISBSG repository is a large
heterogeneous dataset and suffers from missing data. A detailed data preparation
process is required to obtain the appropriate subset for analysis that can be applied
for organization [Hil11]. Different versions and subsets of this database have been
used for many studies, such as [Lok99] [LMR13] [QLJ14] [DVMB12] [SBJ13] [QLJ15]
[MA08a] [JRW00] [LM06] [ML08].

4.3.1 Overview of the Empirical Study

The overall process consisted of the following steps:

• Data selection and preprocessing: the original dataset was preprocessed to obtain
the appropriate data points and variables for the experiment.

• UFP and BFCs evaluation: unadjusted function points and basic functional
components are examined to determine which of these BFCs are independent
from each other and thus appropriate for an additive model of size. Relationship
between size in UFP and BFCs, and effort were evaluated.

• Estimation model evaluation: prediction models based on UFP and BFCs were
evaluate to determine the accuracy of the estimates.

4.3.2 Data Set Selection

The subset of data projects for our study was selected from the ISBSG R12 database
according to the criteria shown in Table 5 based on recommendations in [QLJ14]
[MLHT05] [DVMB12] [SBJ13] [QLJ15] [LM06] [ML08]. Projects for which all func-
tional components (UFP and BFC) of function points were missing were discarded.
For our study, we selected the variables related with FPA functional size compo-
nents (BFC), effort of software development, and context attributes according to
recommendation in [GLdGFD14]. The list of selected variables is shown in Table 6.

As a result of the selection, a total of 204 project data were identified. Outliers
were evaluated using a Cook’s distance test [Coo77]. After the analysis, 2 outliers
identified were removed because this reduction of the dataset improved the fit of
the model. This study was conservative to remove the outliers from the data set to
prevent the possibility of extreme values distorting the derived regression equations for
effort models. The outliers were large projects (1,659 and 2,250 UFP) with abnormal
productivity values (1.5 and 13.7 h/UFP). In total 202 projects were included in our
analysis. Forty three of them are from 2005, 34 from 2006, 46 from 2007, 35 from
2008, 26 from 2009, 13 from 2006, and 5 from 2011. Table 7 summarizes descriptive
statistics for the ratio-scale variables: size in unadjusted function points (UFP), effort
in person hours (Effort), productivity on a simple ratio of product size to project effort
(PDR), external inputs (EI), external outputs (EO), external inquires (EQ), internal
logic files (ILF), external interface files (EIF), data functions (DF), and Transactional
functions (TF). Statistics were selected according measures’ scale to describe the data
[WRH+12]. The smallest project size is 6 UFP, the average is 247 with a median of 184
UFP, and the largest project is 1,337 UFP. The average productivity for the dataset
is 21 hours per UFP, with a median of 16 hours per UFP. The data set is positively
skewed for all variables indicating the quantity of small and medium projects is higher
than the number of large projects. Table 8 summarizes descriptive statistics grouped
for the nominal-scale variables. This table details number of projects, size (UFP), and
productivity (PDR=UFP/Effort) for categorical variables. In each case percentage (%)
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Criteria Value Motivation

Count Approach IFPUG 4+ Latest FPA standard and counting rules.
Data Quality Rat-
ing

A Only data with a high level of quality and
integrity.

Unadjusted Func-
tion Point Rating

A or B Counting data with a high level of quality
and integrity. Most studies using ISBSG
selected ’A’ or ’B’ ranking.

Year of project >= 2005 New projects using new technologies.
Application group BA Business Application is one of the mayor

development area in the industry.
Resource Level 1 Only development team effort included.

Table 5 – Project Selection Criteria.

related to the number of projects and functional size (UFP) by categorical attribute
is presented. Most of the projects were small (between 32-99 UFP) and medium
size (between 102-993 UFP). Extra small projects (between 6-28 UFP) and large
projects (between 1,018-1,337 UFP) show lower productivity than small and medium
size projects. Data indicate that use small teams in small and medium size projects
are better in terms of productivity. Nominal variables (context) influence effort and
productivity. Similar influences were reported in previous studies and observed in
[QLJ15].

5 Comparison and Discussion of Results

5.1 Data Analysis

Scatter plot of actual work against UFP for the dataset (202 projects) shows evidence
that there is a positive relationship between effort and UFP (Figure 2). The simple
linear regression equation for the selected dataset was effort = −1242.842 + 24.177 ∗
UFP , (R2 = 0.47, p < 0.000). Assumptions were checked and residuals were normally
distributed. All models presented in this paper were built and tested using the
statistical tools R [Tea05], SPSS v21, and WEKA [HFH+09]. Statistical significance
level was set at 0.05, unless otherwise stated. A comparison of simple linear regression
results against previous studies is shown in Table 9. This data shows the sensibility of
the results depending of the data selection. As in [Boe84], with a nonlinear regression
model with the equation effort = 48.395∗UFP 0.782 the model gave a better fit for the
dataset (R2 = 0.53, p < 0.000). Although low regression values (R2 = 0.47, R2 = 0.53)
were found for this dataset, similar correlation coefficients have been reported in the
previous studies that studied effort prediction models.

5.2 Internal Consistency of Function Points

Table 10 shows the Kendalls’s Tau correlation coefficients between all pairs of funcion
point BFCs using the entire dataset (202 projects). Previous study results are also
presented in Table 10 for comparison. Outliers were removed from datasets in [JS96]
[Lok99] [QLJ14] [QLJ15]. The results showed that BFCs are not independent. Jeffery
& Stathis [JS96] reports similarities and differences in results with [KK93] [LMR13]
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Variable Scale Description

Input count Ratio Unadjusted function points (UFP) of External In-
put (EI).

Output count Ratio UFP of External Output (EO).
Interface count Ratio UFP of External Interface (EIF).
File count Ratio UFP of Internal Logical Files (ILF).
Enquiry count Ratio UFP of External Enquiry (EQ).
Functional size Ratio Application size in Unadjusted Function Point

count (UFP).
Normalized Level 1
Work Effort

Ratio The development team full life-cycle effort in person
hours recorded against the project.

Normalized Level 1
Productivity Deliv-
ery Rate

Ratio Productivity delivery rate in hours per functional
size unit (UFP).

Development Type Nominal Enhancement, New Development, Re-development.
Relative Size Ordinal 1. XXS, 2. XS, 3. S, 4. M1, 5. M2, 6. L.
Team Size Group Ordinal 2, 3-4, 5-8, 9-14, 15-20, 21-30, 31-40, 61-70.
Development Plat-
form

Nominal Multi, MF, PC, MR.

Architecture Nominal Client server, Stand alone, Multi-tier with web
public interface, Multi-tier, Stand-alone.

Language Type Nominal 3GL, ApG, 4GL.
Program Language Nominal Java, COOL:Gen, ASP.Net, C#, JavaScript,

ABAP, PL/I, Visual Basic, PowerBuilder, ASP,
SQL, Visual Studio .Net, Datastage, .Net, IBM
WTX, XML, COBOL, AB INITIO, A:G, C++.

Table 6 – ISBSG Dataset Variables used in this Study.

Variable Min First Q. Median Third Q. Max Mean G. Mean St. Dev. Kurtosis Skewness

UFP 6 90 184 312 1, 337 247 170 224 4.67 2.00
Effort 167 1, 303 2, 752 4, 979 71, 729 4, 727 2, 683 7, 921 40.35 5.74
PDR 2 10 16 24 191 21 16 20 29.84 4.50
EI 0 27 66 131 551 97 100 3.91 1.90
EO 0 5 21 49 287 38 50 8.20 2.64
EQ 0 14 43 90 419 65 71 5.02 1.99
ILF 0 7 21 51 403 37 53 18.31 3.65
EIF 0 0 0 10 261 10 27 40.83 5.43
DF 6 73 152 260 1, 075 200 182 4.57 2.00
TF 0 7 27 59 606 47 69 25.66 4.18

Table 7 – ISBSG Sub Dataset Summary of Ratio-Scale Variables (202 projects).
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Nominal Ratio Level N % Min First Q. Median Third Q. Max Mean G. Mean St. Dev.

Dev. UFP E 161 0.8 6 84 154 270 960 210 148 180
Type N 39 0.19 24 231 303 421 1, 337 394 291 311

R 2 0.01 112 112 364 615 615 364 262 356
PDR E 161 0.8 2 10 14 24 191 20 15 21

N 39 0.19 7 13 18 27 73 24 20 16
R 2 0.01 5 5 12 19 19 12 9 10

DevType: Development Type (E=Enhancement, N=New Development, R= Re-development)

Band UFP XXS 2 0.01 6 6 7 8 8 7 7 1
Size XS 5 0.02 13 14 16 24 28 19 18 7

S 49 0.24 32 53 72 84 99 68 66 19
M1 92 0.46 102 140 185 241 299 192 183 59
M2 51 0.25 303 336 411 624 993 497 465 196
L 3 0.01 1, 018 1, 033 1, 048 1, 193 1, 337 1, 134 1, 126 176

PDR XXS 2 0.01 137 137 164 191 191 164 162 38
XS 5 0.02 7 20 39 41 106 43 30 38
S 49 0.24 3 11 18 24 73 21 18 14
M1 92 0.46 4 9 16 23 48 18 15 10
M2 51 0.25 2 9 13 22 59 17 13 13
L 3 0.01 7 31 54 57 60 40 29 29

Band Size: Relative Band Size (1.XXS, 2.XS, 3.S, 4.M1, 5.M2, 6.L)

Lang. UFP 3GL 112 0.55 8 103 199 327 1, 337 266 185 241
Type 4GL 36 0.18 59 165 232 389 1, 048 315 250 240

ApG 52 0.26 6 54 99 238 635 155 104 135
ND 2 0.01 349 349 361 372 372 361 360 16

PDR 3GL 112 0.55 2 11 17 24 137 21 16 17
4GL 36 0.18 4 8 12 21 59 16 13 13
ApG 52 0.26 5 10 16 26 191 24 17 29
ND 2 0.01 8 8 8 9 9 8 8 1

Lang. Type: Language Type (3GL, ApG, 4GL, ND=Not defined)

Team UFP 2 1 0 41 41 41 41 41
Size 3-4 18 0.09 24 90 138 212 297 149 124 80

5-8 56 0.28 51 93 162 274 1, 048 236 177 214
9-14 36 0.18 89 182 287 395 923 309 265 182
15-20 16 0.08 121 280 336 676 993 480 412 274
21-30 3 0.01 298 330 361 528 695 451 421 213
31-40 2 0.01 381 381 859 1, 337 1, 337 859 714 676
61-70 1 0 153 153 153 153 153
ND 69 0.34 6 56 103 237 1, 018 173 108 177

PDR 2 1 0 9 9 9 9 9
3-4 18 0.09 4 6 9 13 23 10 9 6
5-8 56 0.28 2 8 11 18 73 14 11 11
9-14 36 0.18 3 14 18 27 49 22 19 11
15-20 16 0.08 5 15 21 25 59 23 19 13
21-30 3 0.01 28 32 36 41 45 37 36 9
31-40 2 0.01 54 54 56 59 59 56 56 4
61-70 1 0 41 41 41 41 41
ND 69 0.34 5 11 19 27 191 26 19 29

Team Size: Team Size Group (2, 3-4, 5-8, 9-14, 15-20, 21-30, 31-40, 61-70, ND=Not defined)

Table 8 – ISBSG Sub Dataset Nominal Variables Characteristics (202 projects).
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Figure 2 – Actual work against UFP (202 projects).

[Lok99] [QLJ14]. These studies found correlations in EO and EI, EO and EQ, EO
and EIF, and EO and ILF not presented in [JS96]. Jeffery & Stathis [JS96] confirms
[KK93] results in EI and EQ, EI and ILF, and EQ and ILF. These correlations are
presented also in [Lok99] [QLJ14] and the current study. The results in the current
study confirms correlations reported in all the studies between EI and EQ, and
EQ and ILF as is presented in Table 10. Our results are consistent with authors
regarding that differences could be caused by the nature of projects data (application
types, design techniques, programming languages, and other causes). Regarding the
correlation between UFP and BFCs, the results in all studies show that EI, EQ and
ILF elements are significantly correlated with UFP, and this study shows that UFP are
significantly correlated with all BFCs. Lavazza, Morasca & Robiolo [LMR13] reported
that transaction functions (TF) is extremely correlated with UFP. Besides, there is
also a correlation between TF and data functions (DF). In our study, we also find
significant correlation between TF and UFP (Kendall’s s = 0.868, p < 0.000), and a
relation between TF and DF (Kendall’s s = 0.407, p < 0.000).

5.3 Using UFP and BFCs to predict effort

Table 9 shows evidence of correlations between UFP and effort and Table 10 shows
evidence of correlations between BFCs and UFP. The question to investigate is whether
a better size/effort model exists instead of the sum of the BFCs. Table 11 shows that
some BFCs are significantly correlated with effort. For the dataset in this study, EI, ILF
and EQ presented similar correlations as UFP as in [QLJ15]. In addition, the results
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Study Projects R2 (p)

Albrecht, Gaffney [AG83] 24 0.90 < 0.001
Kemerer [Kem87] 15 0.54 < 0.001
Kitchenham, Kansala [KK93] 40 0.41 < 0.010
Jeffery, Low & Barnes [JLB93] 64 0.36 < 0.001
Jeffery & Stathis [JS96] 17 0.95 < 0.001
Jeffery & Stathis [JS96] 14 0.58 < 0.001
Quesada-López & Jenkins [QLJ14] 14 0.94 < 0.000
Quesada-López & Jenkins [QLJ14] 12 0.62 < 0.003
Quesada-López & Jenkins [QLJ15] 72 0.68 < 0.000
This Study 202 0.47 < 0.000

Table 9 – Previous Studies Comparison – UFP against Effort.

Study BFC UFP EI EO EQ EIF

[KK93] EI 0.67 p < 0.001
[JS96] 0.54 p < 0.01
[Lok99] (n.r.)
[LMR13] 0.658 (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.74 p < 0.00
[QLJ15] 0.64 p < 0.00
This Study 0.65 p < 0.000

[KK93] EO 0.53 p < 0.001 0.47 p < 0.001
[JS96] 0.27 (n.s.) 0.03 (n.s.)
[Lok99] (n.r.) 0.37 p < 0.001
[LMR13] 0.597 (n.r.) 0.438 (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.45 p < 0.04 0.55 p < 0.01
[QLJ15] 0.34 p < 0.00 0.19 p < 0.19
This Study 0.36 p < 0.000 0.247 p < 0.00

[KK93] EQ 0.47 p < 0.001 0.47 p < 0.001 0.32 p < 0.01
[JS96] 0.68 p < 0.001 0.72 p < 0.001 −0.06 (n.s.)
[Lok99] (n.r.) 0.48 p < 0.001 0.29 p < 0.001
[LMR13] 0.528 (n.r.) 0.448 (n.r.) 0.288 (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.80 p < 0.00 0.61 p < 0.00 0.25 p < 0.27
[QLJ15] 0.54 p < 0.00 0.38 p < 0.00 0.03 p < 0.66
This Study 0.575 p < 0.000 0.384 p < 0.00 0.086 p < 0.76

[KK93] EIF 0.32 p < 0.01 0.14 (n.s.) 0.31 p < 0.01 0.60 (n.s.)
[JS96] −0.37 (n.s.) −0.56 p < 0.05 0.03 (n.s.) −0.53 p < 0.05
[Lok99] (n.r.) −0.02 (n.s.) 0.10 (n.s.) 0.00 (n.s.)
[LMR13] 0.264 (n.r.) 0.072 (n.r.) 0.194 (n.r.) 0.097 (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.42 p < 0.07 0.16 p < 0.50 0.00 p < 1.00 0.41 p < 0.08
[QLJ15] −0.04 p < 0.69 −0.15 p < 0.11 −0.27 p < 0.77 −0.02 p < 0.80
This Study 0.572 p < 0.000 0.387 p < 0.00 0.183 p < 0.00 0.427 p < 0.00

[KK93] ILF 0.60 p < 0.001 0.51 p < 0.001 0.30 p < 0.01 0.31 p < 0.01 0.17 (n.s.)
[JS96] 0.73 p < 0.001 0.44 p < 0.05 0.11 (n.s.) 0.65 p < 0.001 −0.39 (n.s.)
[Lok99] (n.r.) 0.48 p < 0.001 0.33 p < 0.001 0.41 p < 0.001 0.08 p < 0.02
[LMR13] 0.619 (n.r.) 0.449 (n.r.) 0.417 (n.r.) 0.327 (n.r.) 0.195 (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.66 p < 0.00 0.44 p < 0.05 0.19 p < 0.40 0.51 p < 0.02 0.56 p < 0.02
[QLJ15] 0.58 p < 0.00 0.38 p < 0.00 0.11 p < 0.21 0.41 p < 0.00 0.60 p < 0.52
This Study 0.225 p < 0.000 0.04 p < 0.478 0.104 p < 0.06 0.15 p < 0.005 0.24 p < 0.00

Kitchenham & Kansala [KK93], Jeffery & Stathis [JS96], Lokan [Lok99],
Lavazza, Morasca & Robiolo [LMR13], Quesada-López & Jenkins [QLJ14] [QLJ15].

(n.s.) not significant. (n.r.) not reported.

Table 10 – Kendall Tau Correlation Coefficients Comparison between BFCs.
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of this study, showed that TF (Kendall’s s = 0.520) and DF (Kendall’s s = 0.452)
presented similar correlations as UFP. These results support the findings of previous
studies where ILF and EQ have correlation with effort. The results provide additional
evidence to suggest that some subset of FPA UFP base functional components (BFC)
could offer an effort prediction models at least as good as the sum of all the BFCs.
For example, Kitchenham & Kansala [KK93] found that a combination of EI and EO
offers better correlation with effort than UPF. Lavazza, Morasca & Robiolo [LMR13]
reported that a prediction model based on EI, EO and transactional function (TF)
were as good as a model based on UFP.

Effort models were built using simple and stepwise regression techniques. First, we
used only size measures (UFP and BFCs) and later nominal context variables were
added to evaluate the improvement of the prediction models. Since over fitting is a
concern of our study, we decide to only include the variables in the model that explain
variance. To achieve this, we applied stepwise regression and part of the principal
components analysis (PCA) that are variable reduction techniques to reduce a larger
set of variables into a smaller set of variables which account for most of the variance
in the original variables [Rid02].

Based on the list of communalities for each variable provided in the PCA analysis,
the stronger variables were selected. Communalities represent the proportion of
variability for a given variable that is explained by the factors and allows to examine
how individual variables reflects the sources of variability. The values represent
the proportion of each variable’s variance that can be explained by the principal
components. Variables with high values are well represented in the common factor
space. In our dataset, best values for each variable were: TF (0.990), DF (0.963),
EI (0.881), and ILF (0.792). These variables were used to find the best prediction
models because our aim is to try to simplify the initial data collection of functional
size components.

In the dataset, nominal variables were transformed by dummy coding where each
variable was coded 0 and 1. For example, DevType had 3 levels, each was replaced by
one dummy variable. The final set of variables used for the data set is presented in
Table 12. Table 13 showed effort models based on UPF, BFCs and nominal variables.
For each regression model, residuals versus fitted values were normally distributed and
outliers were removed according recommendations in [KM09].

Results showed a relation between UFP and effort, and BFCs and effort. The
results from this study support the findings of the previous studies. There is evidence
to suggest that a subset of BFCs may offer an effort prediction model at least as
good as UFP. It is known that context attributes such as development type, language
type, language, platform, architecture, and team size affect effort prediction models
[DVMB12]. Results shows that the use of these context attributes in prediction models
may improve the model fitness. The prediction accuracy of models was tested on the
raw data and the statistics used in [LMR13] [LM06] [SBJ13] were applied: magnitude
of relative error (MRE), magnitude of error relative (MER), balanced relative error
(BRE), and number of predictions within % of the actuals (Pred (25)). Pred is simply
the percentage of estimates that are within m% of the actual value (the % of the
estimates with MRE <= 0.25). Typically m is set to 25 so the indicator reveals what
proportion of estimates are within a tolerance of 25%. This evaluation is conducted
because the presence of a correlation does not necessarily imply that an accurate
predictive model can be built. These accuracy indicators are defined as follows:
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MREi =
|ActualEfforti − EstimatedEfforti|

ActualEfforti

MERi =
|ActualEfforti − EstimatedEfforti|

EstimatedEfforti

BREi =
|ActualEfforti − EstimatedEfforti|

min(ActualEfforti, EstimatedEfforti)

Pred(n) = 100
N

N∑
i=1

{
1 ifMREi ≤ n/100

0 otherwise

The regression models’ accuracy results are summarized in Table 14. To compare
the models and accuracy of models based on UFP and BFCs, we studied residuals
between actual values and estimated values. To evaluate the equivalence of models,
paired t-test, Wilcoxon signed rank test, and Mann-Whitney had been applied on
absolute residuals [LMR13] [KPME02], and MRE values[SM98]. In our case, we use
the non-parametric test Wilcoxon signed rank, and Mann-Whitney because MRE,
MER, and BRE results were not normally distributed. We applied the Wilcoxon
signed rank test and the Mann-Whitney test to the distributions of MRE, MER, and
BRE results. We test the following null hypotheses to evaluate the prediction models
shown in Table 13 to determine if the accuracy of the estimates for a model based on
UFP and a model based on BFCs is the same:

H0 : There is no difference in accuracy between Modeli and Modelj

The Wilcoxon signed rank test indicated for each comparison except (UFP versus
EI and ILF), we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the models based on BFCs are
equivalent to the model based on UFP in terms of MRE, MRE, and BRE. Results
were shown in Table 15.

In practice, results indicate that using effort models based on BFCs instead of UFP
does not cause the accuracy of the estimates decrease. These results confirms previous
results in [LMR13]. Regarding the prediction accuracy, it is difficult to compare results
across different studies due to differences in empirical setup and data preprocessing,
but a typical Pred(25) lies in the range of 10 to 60 percent, while the MdMRE typically
attains values between 30 and 100 percent [DVMB12]. In our study, the models are
short of the typical industry target of MMRE=25% and PRED(25)=75%, but this
results are similar to reported in previous studies with this dataset [LMR13] [LM06]
[DVMB12]. However, based on these results, future studies evaluating and improving
accuracy of prediction models based on function points could consider the evaluation
of models based on a subset of basic functional components (BFC).

6 Threats to Validity

This section analyses the threats to the validity for this study and the actions under-
taken to mitigate them. There are several threats to the validity of this work.
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Study BFC Pearson Kendall Tau Spearman

[KK93] UFP 0.65 p < 0.001 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[JS96] 0.58 p < 0.01 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.785 p < 0.003 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ15] 0.825 < 0.000 0.607 p < 0.000 0.793 p < 0.000
This Study 0.684 p < 0.000 0.550 p < 0.000 0.749 p < 0.000

[KK93] EI 0.60 p < 0.001 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[JS96] 0.37 p < 0.001 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.531 p < 0.076 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ15] 0.720 p < 0.000 0.484 p < 0.000 0.667 p < 0.000
This Study 0.582 p < 0.000 0.417 p < 0.000 0.590 p < 0.000

[KK93] ILF 0.44 p < 0.01 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[JS96] 0.73 p < 0.001 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.588 p < 0.05 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ15] 0.622 p < 0.000 0.456 p < 0.000 0.613 p < 0.000
This Study 0.530 p < 0.000 0.443 p < 0.000 0.612 p < 0.000

[KK93] EQ 0.28 (n.s) (n.r.) (n.r.)
[JS96] 0.63 p < 0.001 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.861 p < 0.001 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ15] 0.596 p < 0.000 0.416 p < 0.000 0.561 p < 0.000
This Study 0.516 p < 0.000 0.400 p < 0.000 0.552 p < 0.000

[KK93] EO 0.66 p < 0.001 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[JS96] 0.03 (n.s) (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.277 p < 0.383 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ15] 0.525 p < 0.000 0.320 p < 0.000 0.431 p < 0.000
This Study 0.469 p < 0.000 0.291 p < 0.000 0.406 p < 0.000

[KK93] EIF 0.31 (n.s) (n.r.) (n.r.)
[JS96] 0.005 (n.s) (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ14] 0.857 p < 0.00 (n.r.) (n.r.)
[QLJ15] 0.233 p < 0.049 0.040 p < 0.659 0.057 p < 0.632
This Study 0.254 p < 0.000 0.262 p < 0.000 0.343 p < 0.000

Kitchenham & Kansala [KK93], Jeffery & Stathis [JS96].
Quesada-López & Jenkins [QLJ14] [QLJ15].
(n.s.) not significant. (n.r.) not reported.

Table 11 – Correlation Coefficients between UFP, BFCs and Effort.
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Variable Meaning

UFP Size in unadjusted function points
EI Size of external inputs
EO Size of external outputs
EQ Size of external inquires
ILF Size of internal logic files
EIF Size of external interface files
TF Size of Transactional functions, TF = (EI+EO+EQ)
DF Size of data functions, DF = (ILF+EIF)
Effort Effort in person hours
Dev. Type Development Type with 3 levels (E=Enhancement, N=New De-

velopment, R= Re-development)
Lang. Type Language Type with 4 levels (3GL, ApG, 4GL, ND=Not defined)
Language Programming Language with 21 levels (Java, COOL:Gen, ASP.Net,

C#, JavaScript, ABAP, PL/I, Visual Basic, PowerBuilder, ASP,
SQL, Visual Studio .Net, Datastage, .Net, IBM WTX, XML,
COBOL, AB INITIO, A:G, C++)

Band Size Band Size: Relative Band Size with 6 levels (1. XXS, 2. XS, 3. S,
4. M1, 5. M2, 6. L)

Dev. Plat-
form

Development Platform with 5 levels (Multi, MF, PC, MR, ND=Not
defined)

Team Size Team Size: Team Size Group with 9 levels (2, 3-4, 5-8, 9-14, 15-20,
21-30, 31-40, 61-70, ND=Not defined)

Table 12 – Variables used in Effort Models.

6.1 Internal validity

These threats reflect to what extent the operational measures that are studied really
represent what the researcher has in mind and what is investigated according to the
research questions. The threats to the validity for this study are related to the ISBSG
repository and correlation studies. First, the limited size and characteristics of the sub
dataset used in some analysis may be one threat to internal validity. Data was filtered
to make sure only desirable and high level quality information were used in the analysis
and robust techniques were used to investigate correlations and prediction models.
We filtered out outliers, to make sure that the results are not unduly influenced by a
very small number of high leverage points. Even a large dataset as ISBSG does not
offer representative data for several factors. Data preprocessing process and variables
were chosen based on previous studies. We used nonparametric and robust techniques
whenever the preconditions of parametric techniques were not supported by evidence.
We also tried to identify homogeneous samples as possible. The whole dataset was
divided in historical data, and new data. This division was repeated according to
N − PASS. The cross validation technique used in effort estimation studies was
applied to evaluate the effort estimation models. We selected the instances randomly
avoiding the over fitting and optimistic models.

6.2 External validity

These threats are concerned with to what extent it is possible to generalize the
findings. The ISBSG repository contains numerous projects from different domains
and technologies. Projects of interest were filtered following a specific inclusion criteria
in order to reduce the threat to external validity. This selection may improve the
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Study Id Based on R2 Model

[KK93] UFP 0.42 SR
EI and EO 0.5 SR

[JS96] UFP 0.58 SR
EI and EO (n.s) SR

[LMR13] TF 0.74 LMSR
EI 0.41 LMSR

[QLJ15] UFP 0.68 SR
EI and EO 0.56 SR
EI 0.52 SR
TF 0.63 SR
EI, EO and ILF 0.65 SR
UFP, DevType, Language, Archi-
tecture and TeamSize

0.87 SR

EI, EO, ILF, LangType, Lan-
guage, Platform, Architecture
and TeamSize

0.89 SR

This (1) (a) UFP 0.47 LR
Study (b) TF 0.42 LR

(c) EI, EO, EQ and ILF 0.47 SR
(d) EI, EO and ILF 0.44 SR
(e) EI and ILF 0.42 SR
(f) EI 0.34 SR

(2) (a) UFP 0.53 NLR
(b) TF 0.49 NLR

(3) (a) UFP, BandSize, TeamSize, Lan-
guaje, DevType, DevPlatform

0.81 SR

(b) TF, BandSize, TeamSize, Lan-
guaje, DevType

0.79 SR

(c) EI, BandSize, TeamSize, Dev-
Type, Languaje, DevPlatform

0.79 SR

Kitchenham & Kansala [KK93], Jeffery & Stathis [JS96].
Lavazza, Morasca & Robiolo [LMR13].
Quesada-López & Jenkins [QLJ15].

SR: Stepwise regression, LMSR: LMS Regression Log transformation.
LR: Linear Regression, NLR: Non Linear regression (power).

Table 13 – Effort Models based on UFP and BFCs.

Id MMRE MdMRE MMER MdMER MBRE MdBRE Pred (25) Pred (50)

(1) (a) 0.82 0.55 3.56 0.51 3.94 0.74 0.25 0.47
(b) 0.89 0.55 5.00 0.54 5.45 0.78 0.26 0.48
(c) 0.85 0.52 1.85 0.52 2.25 0.81 0.23 0.48
(d) 0.88 0.54 1.14 0.52 1.57 0.86 0.23 0.48
(e) 0.94 0.61 2.00 0.56 2.47 0.82 0.19 0.41
(f) 1.07 0.59 0.98 0.54 1.59 0.90 0.20 0.42

(2) (a) 0.63 0.43 0.64 0.41 0.90 0.55 0.33 0.59
(b) 0.67 0.44 0.67 0.44 0.96 0.55 0.29 0.58

(3) (a) 0.79 0.46 1.45 0.38 1.85 0.53 0.28 0.55
(b) 0.91 0.46 0.94 0.38 1.47 0.54 0.28 0.54
(c) 0.89 0.55 1.17 0.47 1.63 0.75 0.25 0.47

Table 14 – Effort Models Accuracy Evaluation.
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Model MRE MER BRE

Id Pair Z p Z p Z p

(1) (a)(b) −1.643 < 0.100 −1.500 < 0.134 −1.626 < 0.104
(a)(c) −0.285 < 0.776 −0.285 < 0.776 −0.354 < 0.724
(a)(d) −0.352 < 0.725 −0.282 < 0.778 −0.633 < 0.527
(a)(e) −2.836 < 0.005 −3.041 < 0.002 −2.899 < 0.004
(a)(f) −1.843 < 0.650 −0.570 < 0.569 −1.129 < 0.259

(2) (a)(b) −1.500 < 0.134 −0.495 < 0.621 −1.701 < 0.089
(3) (a)(b) −1.282 < 0.200 −1.357 < 0.175 −1.418 < 0.156

(a)(c) −2.203 < 0.028 −2.578 < 0.010 −2.333 < 0.020

Table 15 – Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test Results.

models for the analysis between UFP and BFCs. The software project data sets used
in our experiments were based on the business application domain. The small size of
some of the samples may make the models we evaluated of limited external validity.
We also tried to mitigate the potential threats due to the changes in the development
technologies by selecting only recent projects. This could make the data we used more
applicable to current projects.

6.3 Construct validity

The ISBSG repository contains numerous projects for which variances in quality are
beyond our control. To reduce this threat, only projects checked in the database as high
quality were selected. The use of MMRE, MdMRE, and Pred(25) as accuracy indicators
have been subjected to multiple criticisms in the previous literature [KPMS01], we
provided other accuracy indicators to detail results about the accuracy of our results.
The linear regression equation of actual work against UFP, for the selected dataset,
shows evidence that there is a positive relationship. However, the (R2 = 0.47, p < 0.000)
were not significant, and therefore prediction models based on this data should be
constructed carefully.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper reports an empirical study of a family of replications applying the guidelines
proposed by Carver [Car10]. The study evaluates the structure and applicability of
function points in a project dataset from the ISBSG repository. The results presented
above corroborate some of the findings of the original studies. First, most of the BFCs
appear to be correlated with UFP. The results showed that BFCs are not independent
because there are correlations between EI and EQ, EI and ILF, and EQ and ILF.
Some BFCs are significantly correlated with effort. EI, ILF and EQ presented similar
correlations as UFP. These results support the findings of previous studies where ILF
and EQ have correlation with effort. In addition, ILF and EI are found to be always
correlated, and EIF is found to be uncorrelated with the others. The results provide
additional evidence to suggest that some subsets of FPA base functional components
(BFC) could offer effort prediction models at least as good as the sum of all the BFCs.
Effort models based on UPF, BFCs and nominal variables support previous findings.
Preliminary results in this study suggest that the use of some context attributes in
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prediction models may improve the results. Results showed a correlation between
UFP and effort, and BFCs and effort.

The findings confirm previous results that suggest that a simplified counting
method, based for example solely on some BFCs, could provide the same estimates
as UFP. The analyses indicates that a prediction model based on TF or EI, EO and
ILF appear to be as good as UFP. There is evidence to suggest that a subset of BFCs
may offer an effort prediction model at least as good as UFP. The prediction accuracy
of models was tested with MRE, MER, BRE, and Pred (25) as indicators. Wilcoxon
signed rank test and the Mann-Whitney was applied to test to the distributions of
MRE, MER, and BRE results. The Wilcoxon signed rank test indicated that the
models based on BFCs are equivalent to the model based on UFP in terms of MRE,
MRE, and BRE. Further research on evaluating and improving accuracy of prediction
models based on a subset of basic functional components (BFC) is needed.

The results might suggest an improvement in the performance of the measurement
activities. Organizations counting only a subset of BFCs could reduce duration, effort
and cost of measurement process with respect to UFP. As [LMR13] mentioned, this
could help organizations to collect historical data, and to build simpler effort prediction
models. The results of this study are a starting point for further research in FSM
methods and their base functional components. To improve this work and prove some of
the theories, we would like to assess some simplified effort predictions models based on
the preliminary results using BFCs, and context nominal attributes. Additionally, an
analysis of correlations between the FPA BFC according to development types, industry
sectors, organization types, application types, language types, program languages, and
different technologies will be conducted in order to examine differences with related
studies. Based on these results, future work could investigate the correlation between
FPA, FFP and NESMA and their BFCs.
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